(Who we are and why we do it?)
O

ur house is home to the disappearing cat. This would be fun if our cat Flick
were the Cheshire Cat from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. However,
our cat doesn’t have a giant grin. Our cat might be described as aloof,
unsociable or just downright cranky. But it hasn’t always been like this.
We think it had its beginnings when our other cat Molly passed away suddenly in November
last year. Molly was about thirteen, and from outward appearances, was an extremely
healthy and robust cat. Then one Friday evening, she just keeled over, and in an instant,
she was gone. It was so sudden and unexpected. Naturally, we were all terribly sad.
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Flick’s had limited access to outside in the past and has always returned for dinner or
come to us when called. But Easter was a turning point. Our Sydney Easter was a long
weekend of horrid, torrential rain and Flick decided that she was not going to come to
us or come inside. Days went past and all we saw were fleeting glimpses of Flick.

Of course, any change in an animal’s behaviour rings warning bells for me. I’ve always
believed that a strange and sudden behaviour change can point to an underlying medical
condition. So as soon as we could catch the cat, we hauled her off to our vet for a day of
observation, tests and examinations. What was the end result? All tests and examinations
show that Flick is a perfectly normal, healthy cat that’s not showing any signs of illness.
What can’t be ruled out is whether she’s on a downward road to an ailment we dread—
dementia. Or perhaps, she really doesn’t love us anymore. Either way, it breaks our hearts.
Where we are feeling the love is from our move into the Melbourne pet market.
Starting with the December edition, Urban Animal went into selected outlets. The
follow-up March edition was very well received, and we’re hoping for more feedback
as Melbourne dog lovers send us their votes for their best dog park.

Regular Columns

With this issue of Urban, we’re moving into Brisbane. It’s another exciting move, and
certainly we know new readers, just like Melbourne will embrace our magazine. We’re
always happy to hear our readers’ feedback—the good and the bad. Perhaps some
of you may even have some hints and tips on how to appease a cranky cat.
* The full term being: what you lose on the swings you gain on the roundabouts. It is an
optimistic assertion that, all things considered, matters tend to turn out satisfactorily
if you take the rough with the smooth. Swings go up and down, and roundabouts
go round and round. But taken both together, they add up to the same thing.
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